To be received and placed on file:

The Committee on Committees reports the following appointments made since the last report of May 19, 2009:

Appointed Professor E. B. Allen as Chair of Shadow CAP and Professor D. Bocian and R. Kea to serve as members


Nominated a slate of nine faculty names to serve on the Administrative Task Force-Review of Palm Desert Graduate Center.

Nominated a slate of six faculty names to serve on the UCDC Director Search Committee.

Appointed Professor Emeritus E. Eigner of English to Chair the In Memoriam Committee for Professor Emeritus M. Miller of English. Professor Emeritus H. Schmidt of Chemistry, Professor Emeritus S. Minot of Creative Writing, and Professor J. M. Ganim of English have agreed to serve on the committee.

Appointed Professor J. M. Ganim of English to Chair the In Memoriam Committee for Professor E. Elliott of English. Professors S. G. Axelrod, and T. Lopez of English, R. M. Hinds of Theatre, and S. E. Cullenberg of Economics and B. Copenhaver from UCLA have agreed to serve as members on the committee.

Appointed Professor N. E. Young of Computer Science & Engineering to the Workgroup on Skateboards.

Appointed Professor Tom Scanlon of Comparative Literatures & Foreign Languages to Chair the In Memoriam Committee for Professor Emeritus R. Grimm of Comparative Literatures & Foreign Languages. Professor Emeritus G. Gugelberger, Professor Theda Shapiro and Lecturer S. Thuerwaechter of Comparative Literatures & Foreign Languages have agreed to serve as members.

Nominated a slate of 74 faculty names to serve on various Strategic Planning Committees including Research and Graduate Studies, Academic Programs, Undergraduate Experience, Advancement, Campus Community, Community Engagement, Campus Infrastructure, and Resources and Budget Planning and Management.

Appointed S. Ghosh to replace D. Bocian on Shadow CAP.

Appointed Professor E. Rolland to replace Professor C. Cho to the University Extension Committee.

Appointed Professor J. W. Gary of Physics & Astronomy to serve as Chair for the In Memoriam Committee for Professor Emeritus G. Van Dalen. Professors J. Wudka, S. Wimpenny, and S-Y. Fung of Physics & Astronomy have all agreed to serve as members.

Appointed Professor B. Arnold to serve as the UCOC Representative.

Nominated a slate of six faculty names to serve on the Commission on the Future of UC.
Appointed M. Chrobak to serve on the E-File Committee.

Appointed Professor M. Gauvain to serve as Acting Vice Chair of the Division for Fall Quarter.

Appointed Professor P. Wilke to serve on the Campus Board of Review.

Re-appointed Professor D. Cwiertny to the HUB Board of Governors.

Appointed Professor G. Palardy to serve on the Academic Integrity Committee.

Appointed Professors G. Gierz and D. Pion-Berlin to serve on the Unit 18 Excellence Review Committee.

Appointed Professor E. Haberer to serve on the Scholarships & Honors Committee.

Appointed Professor W. Beyermann to replace Professor T. Perring on the University Extension Committee.

Appointed Professor E. Barr to replace Professor G. Scott on the Distinguished Faculty Service Committee.

Appointed Professor J. Bailey-Serres to serve as the UCAP Representative.

Appointed Professors M. Prin covac and D. A. Malueg to Committee on Courses.

Appointed Professor J. Wudka as Chair of Educational Policy Committee.

Appointed Professors K. Taube of Anthropology and A. Venkatram to the Planning and Budget Committee.

Appointed Professors M. McGarry, J. Silva-Risso, M. Molle, and S. Straight to the General Education Advisory Board.

Appointed Professor C. Gailey to serve as COC Chair in the Fall and Winter Quarters and Professor L. Bell to serve as Chair for Spring Quarter.

Appointed Professor D. Wong to serve on Graduate Council.

Nominated a slate of 13 faculty names to serve on the Committee to review Dean Abbaschian.

Appointed Professors P. Link, H. Judelson, and J. Halebian to serve on the University Writing Program Faculty Committee.
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